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Abstract In microblogs, authors use hashtags to mark keywords or topics. These manually labeled tags can
be used to benefit various live social media applications (e.g., microblog retrieval, classification). However,
because only a small portion of microblogs contain hashtags, recommending hashtags for use in microblogs are
a worthwhile exercise. In addition, human inference often relies on the intrinsic grouping of words into phrases.
However, existing work uses only unigrams to model corpora. In this work, we propose a novel phrase-based
topical translation model to address this problem. We use the bag-of-phrases model to better capture the
underlying topics of posted microblogs. We regard the phrases and hashtags in a microblog as two different
languages that are talking about the same thing. Thus, the hashtag recommendation task can be viewed as a
translation process from phrases to hashtags. To handle the topical information of microblogs, the proposed
model regards translation probability as being topic specific. We test the methods on data collected from realworld microblogging services. The results demonstrate that the proposed method outperforms state-of-the-art
methods that use the unigram model.
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1

Introduction

With the booming Internet development, social networks have experienced rapid growth. A large number
of Internet users are also members of at least one social networking site1) . Over the past few years, microblogging has become one of the most popular service of the social media services. Hence, microblogs
have also been widely used as sources for public opinion analysis [1], prediction [2], reputation management [3], and many other applications [4–6]. In addition to the limited number of characters in the
content, microblogs also contain metadata tags (hashtags), which are a string of characters preceded
by the symbol (#). Hashtags are used to mark keywords or topics in a microblog, and they can occur
anywhere in the content. Hashtags have proven to be useful in many applications, including microblog
* Corresponding author (email: qi zhang@fudan.edu.cn)
1) As reported on Aug 5, 2013 by the Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project.
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retrieval [7], query expansion [8], and sentiment analysis [9]. However, only a few microblogs include hashtags labeled by their users. Hence, the automatic recommendation of hashtags has become an important
research topic that has received considerable attention in recent years.
Due to space limitations, sometimes hashtags may not appear in the microblog content. To solve
problems related to the vocabulary gap, some studies have proposed the use of a translation model and
have achieved significant improvements [10, 11]. The underlying assumption is that the content and tags
of a resource can be regarded as describing the same topic, but are written in different languages. Thus,
to address the vocabulary gap problem, these studies regard tag suggestion as a translation process from
document content to tags.
Compared with traditional text settings, microblogs pose challenges due to their open access. Topics
tend to be more diverse in microblogs than in formal documents [12], and due to the 140 character limit,
microblogs are often short texts. Recently, there has been much progress with regard to modeling topics
for short texts [13, 14] and microblog recommendations [15].
However, with respect to the hashtag suggestion task, existing topical translation models are wordbased [15, 16]. These methods assume that all the words in a phrase will respectively align with the
hashtags, which is not usually the case. For example, the phrase “Earthquake of Japan” should correspond
exactly to the hashtag “Earthquake of Japan,” while in actual word-based topical translation models, it
was aligned with the hashtag “Earthquake” or “Japan,” respectively. As such, here we propose phrasebased topical translation models that are based at the phrase level for the purposes of translation, and
in which words in the same phrase share the same topic. The underlying assumption of our proposed
phrase-based model is that a phrase is a natural unit that conveys a complete topic and contains real
meaning that a human being wishes to express.
The main contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:
• We have observed that aligning single words with hashtags frequently results in the loss of the
inherent meaning that microblog users wish to express, while regarding phrases as units could enhance
model performance.
• We propose a novel phrase-based topical translation model to perform the hashtag recommendation
task.
• We gathered a large collection of microblogs from a real microblogging service. This collection
can benefit other researchers who are investigating the same or other topics related to microblogs data.
We also conducted experiments on this real dataset. The results show that our phrase-based topical
translation model outperforms state-of-the-art methods in microblog hashtag suggestion.

2

Related work

Various interesting studies have been carried out in social media. In social media like twitter, posts are
typically presented in chronological order, which is inconvenient for users who wish to find posts they care
about. Therefore, many recent studies have recommended the use of microblogs [17–23]. Refs. [17, 19]
employed collaborative ranking by using the theme of the tweet content, social links, and some latent
factors to identify personal interests. Ref. [21] proposed a joint model that integrated a collaborative
filtering process with a propagation process to perform a microblog recommendation task. Ref. [23]
introduced a graph-based method that employs a co-ranking technique to rank microblog content and
authors.
Social media plays an important role in the social interaction of its users. Many research efforts have
focused on detecting user interest communities and friends [24–28]. Ref. [25] introduced a weighted
minimum-message ratio (WMR) model that leverages the number of messages between people. Ref.
[26] introduced a new probabilistic matrix factorization framework that considers the opinions of the
user’s friends. Ref. [28] introduced a task for making event-based group recommendations. The authors
presented a social-geo-aware matrix factorization framework that combines implicit patterns. Chen et
al. [24] perform personalized community recommendations by adopting a collaborative filtering-based
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Main notations used in the proposed model

Variable

Description

D

Microblog data set

V

Vocabulary of the words in the corpus

T

Vocabulary of the hashtags in the corpus

Z

Topics set

vd

Words in the microblog d

sd

Phrases in the microblog d

td

Hashtags in the microblog d

z
ψw

Probability of word w occurring in topic z

θzd

Probability of topic z occurring in microblog d

φz,s
t

Alignment probability between hashtag t and phrase s under topic z

method that takes into account multiple kinds of social network situations.
In addition to the above, there have been a number of studies that have concentrated on making recommendations regarding music [29–31], news [32, 33], affiliation [34], and the like. With respect to music
recommendations, Bu et al. [29] proposed a method that leverages various types of social media information as well as musical acoustic-based content. Ref. [31] integrated location-aware weighting of similarities
and music content. Shmueli et al. [33] introduced a collaborative filtering approach that incorporates
social network and content information for making recommendations to users via a personalized ranked
list of news stories. To address problems associated with making affiliation recommendations, Vasuki et
al. [34] combined friendship networks with affiliation networks between users and then grouped them to
make recommendations.
Methods for tag recommendation tasks have been proposed from various aspects [11, 15, 35–37]. Heymann et al. [35] collected data from a social bookmarking system to investigate the tag recommendation
problem. The authors adopted a metric based on entropy that could capture the generation process of a
specific tag. Ref. [38] proposed a tag recommendation task method that is based on the mixture model.
Krestel et al. [36] abstracted a shared topical structure from a collaborative tagging effort by multiple
users to make tag recommendations, using latent Dirichlet allocation. Ref. [39] employed tag and content
information in their model. Due to the fact that the same tags are often used to tag similar webpages,
Ref. [16] used a topic-aware translation model to deal with the various meanings of words in different contexts. Ref. [40] learned users’ perceptions by establishing topic-term relationships for suggesting suitable
hashtags. Liu et al. [11] put forward a topical word trigger method to solve the vocabulary problem in
the key phrase extraction task. The authors regarded the key phrase extraction problem as a translation
process related to latent topics. Inspired by these efforts, our proposal integrates the advantages of the
topic model, the translation process, and phrase extraction to implement hashtag suggestion tasks on
social media.

3

Notations

We used D to represent the microblog set. d ∈ D denotes a microblog comprising a sequence of words
|vd |
|td |
(vd ) and hashtags (td ). vd = {vdm }m=1
represents the set of words in the microblog d. td = {tdn }n=1
|sd |
is the set of hashtags in the microblog. sd = {sdm }m=1 is the set of phrases in the microblog. All
the distinct words in the dataset comprise a vocabulary denoted by V = {v1 , v2 , . . . , v|V | }. We use
T = {t1 , t2 , . . . , t|T | } to denote the vocabulary of hashtags. |T | is the number of distinct hashtags. These
notations are summarized in Table 1.

4

Word-based topical translation model

The second word-based topical translation model (TTM) was proposed in [15]. TSTM assumes that a
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Algorithm 1 Topical translation model
Sample π from Beta(.|δ)
Sample background-words distribution ψB ∼ Dirichlet(.|β)
for each topic z ∈ Z do
Sample topic-words distribution ψz from Dirichlet(.|β v )
end for
Sample topic distribution θ from Dirichlet(.|α)
for each microblog d ∈ D do
Sample zd from Multinomial(.|θ)
for each word in the microblog d, vdm ∈ vd do
Sample ydm from Bernoulli(π)
if ydm = 0 then
Sample a word vdm from Multinomial(.|ψB )
end if
if ydm = 1 then
Sample a word vdm from Multinomial(.|ψzd )
end if
end for
for each hashtag in the microblog d, tdn ∈ td do
Sample a hashtag tdn from P (.|vd , zd , φ)
end for
end for

microblog contains multiple topics, and that each topic in the microblog corresponds to a distribution of
words. For long documents, this is a reasonable assumption. Since microblog posts are limited to 140
characters, a post does not usually have a mixture of topics. In contrast to TSTM, TTM assumes that
topics are sampled at the document level. Each microblog is assigned a single topic. On the microblog
content side, each topic corresponds to a distribution of words. On the hashtag side, each word and topic
corresponds to a distribution of hashtags. In TTM, we assume that the user first chooses a topic for the
microblog from the topic distribution and then generates the topic words or background words from the
words distribution of the microblog. The algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.

5

Inference of word-based models

To estimate the parameters in the TSTM and TTM models, we adopt the collapsed Gibbs sampling
method [41] to obtain samples of latent variables.
5.1

TSTM

The joint probability distribution of the hashtags t, microblog words v, and topics z can be factorized
from the generation process of Algorithm 2:
p(v, t, z|α, β, γ) = p(z|α)p(v|z, β)p(t|z, v, γ).

(1)

We use Nzv,t to represent the number of times word v is aligned with hashtag t for topic z. We can expand
the distribution p(t|z, v, φ) and obtain the following equation:
Y Y
Y Y Y z,v v,t
p(t|z, v, φ) =
p(tn |zn , vd ) =
(φt )Nz ,
(2)
d∈D tn ∈td

z∈Z t∈T v∈V

where, φz,v
is proportional to the generation probability of hashtag t, given topic z and word v. Integrating
t
over all the values of φ, we obtain the posterior distribution p(t|z, v, γ) of the hashtag, as follows:
Z Y Y
Y Y ∆(Nφz,v + γ)
1 Y z,v Nzv,t +γt −1
p(t|z, v, γ) =
(φt )
dφz,v =
,
(3)
∆γ
∆(γ)
z∈Z v∈V

where ∆(γ) =

Q|T |

t=1 Γ(γt )
P|T |
t=1 γt )

Γ(

t∈T

and Nφz,v = {Nzv,t }t∈T .

z∈Z v∈V
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Algorithm 2 Topic-specific translation model
for each topic z ∈ Z do
Sample topic-words distribution ψz from Dirichlet(.|β)
for each word v ∈ V do
Sample word-topic-hashtags distribution φz,v from Dirichlet(.|γ)
end for
end for
for each microblog d ∈ D do
Sample topic distribution θd from Dirichlet(.|α)
for each word in microblog d, vdm ∈ vd do
Sample a topic zdm from Multinomial(.|θd )
Sample a word vdm from Multinomial(.|ψz )
end for
for each hashtag in microblog d, tdn ∈ td do
Sample a topic zdn ∼ Multinomial(.|θd )
Sample a hashtag tdn ∼ p(.|z, vd , φz,v )
end for
end for

By conducting a similar derivation for p(v|z, β) and p(z|α), we can express the joint distribution:
p(v, t, z|α, β, γ) =

Y Y ∆(Nφz,v + γ) Y ∆(Nψz + β) Y ∆(Nm + α)
.
∆(γ)
∆(β)
∆(α)

z∈Z v∈V

z∈Z

(4)

d∈D

We compute the conditional probability p(zm = k|z¬m , v, t) for the Gibbs sampler, where z¬m represents all the topics z, ¬m except for the topic of the mth word or hashtag.
Given the state of all the variables except the latent topic zm of word vm , we calculate the conditional
probability by
p(zm = k|z¬m , v, t) ∝

vm ,t
Nk,¬m + α Y Nk,¬m + γ
,
(·)
vm ,(·)
Nk,¬m + β|V | N(·),¬m + α|Z| t∈td Nk,¬m
+ γ|T |
vm
Nk,¬m
+β

(5)

vm ,t
vm
where Nk,¬m
represents the number of times word vm is labeled with topic k. Nk,¬m
represents the
number of times the word vm aligned with the hashtag t when both of their labels have the topic k.
Nk,¬m denotes the total number of topic k. ¬m represents the word vm that is not considered when
calculating the counts, and (·) indicates that every condition will be considered when calculating the
P
counts. For example, N(·),¬m = k∈Z Nk,¬m .
Given the state of all the variables except the latent topic zn of hashtag tn , we can calculate the
probability of the topic by
!
vm ,tn
X Nk,¬m
+γ
Nk,¬m + α
.
(6)
p(zn = k|z¬n , v, t) ∝
N(·),¬m + α|Z| v ∈v N (·),tn + γ|T |
k,¬m
m
d

5.2

TTM

The joint probability distributions of the hashtags t, microblog words v, topics z, and the topic or
background words indicate that variables y can be factorized by the generation process of Algorithm 1:

p(v, t, z, y|α, β, γ, ρ) = p(z|α)p(y|ρ)p(v|z, y, β)p(t|z, v, y, γ).

(7)

As in the previous section, we can also extend the probability distribution using the following equation:
p(v, t, z, y|α, β, γ, ρ) =
∆(Nη + ρ) Y ∆(Nψz + β) ∆(NψB + β) Y Y ∆(Nφz,v + γ) Y ∆(Nd + α)
.
∆(ρ)
∆(β)
∆(β)
∆(γ)
∆(α)
z∈Z

z∈Z v∈V

d∈D

(8)
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Given the state of all the variables except the variable ym , we can calculate the probability of the
variable ym by
p(ym = q|v, t, z, y¬m ) ∝

vm
N¬m,q + ρ N¬m,l + β
,
N¬m,(·) + 2ρ N (·) + β|V |

(9)

¬m,l

vm
if q = 0, N¬m,l
represents the number of times the word vm was under the background word label. And
vm
if q = 1, N¬m,z
indicates the number of times the word vm occurred as a topic word. N¬m,1 is the total
number of topic words and N¬m,0 is the total number of background words. ¬m indicates that the word
vm is not considered when calculating the counts.
Given the state of all the variables except the latent topic zd of the microblog d, we can calculate the
probability of the topic by
!
vm ,tn
vm
Y
X Nk,¬d
Nk,¬m
+β Y
+γ
Nk,¬d + α
p(zd = k|v, t, z¬d , x) ∝
,
(10)
N(·),¬d + α|Z| v ∈v N (·) + β|V | t ∈t v ∈v N vm ,(·) + γ|T |
m

d

k,¬m

n

d

m

d

k,¬d

where Nk,¬d represents the number of times the microblogs were categorized under topic k. ¬d indicates
that the microblog d is not considered when calculating the counts.

6

Phrase-based topical translation model

In the previous section, we introduced two word-based topical translation models. In this section, we
introduce two phrase-based topical translation models. TSTM and TTM intuitively handle the translation
process by regarding words and hashtags as two different languages. However, corresponding each single
word with a hashtag is generally not reasonable, since the actual topic that a phrase unit intends to
express usually differs from the single words contained in the phrase. In addition, the original LDA was
built upon the “bag-of-words” assumption, in which the order of words is completely ignored. As a result,
when inferring the topic assignment zdm for word vdm , the topic of a word found elsewhere in the same
document has the same impact as a word nearby. To address these problems, we propose a phrase-based
topical translation model that regards phrases and hashtags as two different languages.
We adopted the phrase-mining algorithm proposed in [42] to extract phrases. This algorithm obtains
the counts of frequent contiguous patterns, then probabilistically considers these patterns while applying contextual constraints to determine meaningful phrases. The method involves two major steps in
conducting phrase mining. First, it mines the corpus for frequent candidate phrases and their aggregate
counts. Second, it merges the words in each document into quality phrases.
We segment documents into a sequence of phrases generated from the phrase mining step, then represent the documents as a “bag of phrases”. Similar to the word-based topical translation model, we also
model the microblog from two different aspects in the phrase-based topical translation model. Considering that a microblog contains multiple topics, we propose the phrase topic-specific translation model
(PTSTM). In this model, each phrase shares the same topic, and a unique phrase has an alignment
probability with each hashtag. In PTSTM, we assume that when a user generates a microblog, he first
generates the phrases of the post and then tags them with suitable hashtags. The generation of each
phrase in the microblog can be broken down into two steps. First, the user selects a topic for the microblog from its topic distribution. Secondly, he selects each word of the phrase one at a time from the
topic words distribution. Finally, he tags the hashtags according to the selected topics and phrases. A
graphical representation of this process is shown in Figure 1 and the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3.
Another assumption is that each microblog is aligned with a single topic. Under this assumption, we
propose the phrase topical translation model (PTTM). In this model, phrases in the same microblog
share the same topic, and the words in the phrases are either topic words or background words. In
PTSTM, we assume that when a user generates a microblog, he first generates the phrases of the post
and then tags them with suitable hashtags. In contrast to PTSTM, in PTTM, we assume that the user
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α
(a)

α

(b)

θd

zd

β

ψ vz

z dn

z dm

β

v dm 1

|Z |

v dm 2

θd

ψ vy
... vdm | s |

sdm

t dn

|t d |

|sd |

φ z, s

γ

|S |

v dm 2

π

... vdm|s |

s dm

|Z |

t dn

|t d |

φ z, s

γ

|S |
|Z |

y

|s d |

|Z |
|D |

v dm1

δ

|D |

Figure 1 (a) Graphical representation of PTSTM. (b) Graphical representation of PTTM. Shaded circles are observations
or constants. Unshaded circles are latent variables.
Algorithm 3 Phrased topic-specific translation model
for each topic z ∈ Z do
Sample topic-words distribution ψz from Dirichlet(.|β)
for each word v ∈ V do
Sample topic-word-hashtags distribution φz,v from Dirichlet(.|γ)
end for
end for
for each microblog d ∈ D do
Sample θd ∼ Dirichlet(.|α)
for each phrase in microblog d,sm ∈ sd do
Sample a topic zm from Multinomial(.|θd )
for each word in phrase sm , vdmi ∈ sm do
Sample a word vdmi from Multinomial(.|ψz )
end for
end for
for each hashtag t in microblog d do
Sample a topic zdn ∼ Multinomial(.|θd )
Sample a hashtag tdn ∼ p(.|z, sd , φz,s )
end for
end for

first chooses a topic for the microblog from the topic distribution. Then he generates each phrase in two
steps. First, he decides to generate a topic phrase or a background phrase, then he generates the topic
words or background words of the phrase from the words distribution.
A graphical representation of the PTTM process is shown in Figure 1 and the algorithm is shown in
Algorithm 4.
In these phrase-based topical translation models, given the observed phrases and hashtags in a collection
of microblogs, our task is to estimate the topic distribution θd for each microblog d in PTSTM or the topic
distribution θ for all the microblogs in PTTM. In both PTSTM and PTTM, we estimate the distribution
of phrases ψ z for each topic z and the distribution of hashtags φz,s for each topic and phrase.

7

Inference of phrase-based models

To estimate the PTSTM and PTTM model parameters, we also adopted collapsed Gibbs sampling [41]
to obtain samples of latent variables.
7.1

PTSTM

Using the generation process of Algorithm 3 and the inference process in Subsection 5.1, we can easily
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Algorithm 4 Phrase topical translation model
Sample π from Beta(.|δ)
Sample background-words distribution ψB from Dirichlet(.|β)
for each topic z ∈ Z do
Sample topic-words distribution ψz from Dirichlet(.|β v )
end for
Sample topic distribution θ from Dirichlet(.|α)
for each microblog d ∈ D do
Sample a topic zd from Multinomial(.|θ)
for each phrase in microblog d, sm ∈ sd do
Sample ym from Bernoulli(.|π)
if ym = 0 then
for each word in phrase sm , vdmi ∈ sm do
Sample a word vdmi from Multinomial(.|ψB )
end for
end if
if ym = 1 then
for each word in phrase sm , vdmi ∈ sm do
Sample a word vdmi from Multinomial(.|ψzd )
end for
end if
end for
for each hashtag tdn ∈ td do
Sample a hashtag tdn from P (.|sd , zd , φ)
end for
end for

obtain the expression of the joint distribution as follows:
Y Y ∆(Nφz,s + γ) Y ∆(Nψz + β) Y ∆(Nm + α)
p(s, t, z|α, β, γ) =
.
∆(γ)
∆(β)
∆(α)
z∈Z s∈S

z∈Z

(11)

d∈D

Given the state of all the variables except the latent topic zm of phrase sm in the microblog d, we can
calculate the probability of the topic by
p(zm = k|z¬m , s, t) ∝

Y

vdmi ∈sm

sm ,t
Nk,¬m + α Y Nk,¬m + γ
,
(·)
sm ,(·)
Nk,¬m + β|V | N(·),¬m + α|Z| t∈td Nk,¬m
+ γ|T |
vdmi
Nk,¬m
+β

(12)

sm ,t
vdmi
is the number of times word vdmi occurred under the topic k. Nk,¬m
is the number of times
where Nk,¬m
phrase sm aligned with hashtag t under the topic k. Nk,¬m is the total number of times topic k occurred.
¬m indicates that the phrase sm is not considered when calculating the counts.
Given the state of all the variables except the latent topic zn of hashtag tn in the microblog d, we can
calculate the probability of the topic by
!
sm ,tn
X Nk,¬m
+γ
Nk,¬m + α
p(zn = k|z¬n , v, t) ∝
.
(13)
N(·),¬m + α|Z| s ∈s N (·),tn + γ|T |
k,¬m
m
d

7.2

PTTM

Using the generation process of Algorithm 4 and the derivation in Subsection 5.2, we can obtain the
expression of the joint distribution as follows:
p(s, t, z, y|α, β, γ, ρ) =
∆(Nη + ρ) Y ∆(Nψz + β) ∆(NψB + β) Y Y Y ∆(Nφz,v + γ) Y ∆(Nd + α)
.
∆(ρ)
∆(β)
∆(β)
∆(γ)
∆(α)
v∈s
z∈Z

z∈Z s∈S

(14)

d∈D

Given the state of all the variables except the variable ym , we can calculate the probability of the
variable ym by
p(ym = q|s, t, z, y¬m ) ∝

vdmi
Y
N¬m,l
+β
N¬m,q + ρ
,
(·)
N¬m,(·) + 2ρ v ∈s N
¬m,l + β|V |
m
dmi

(15)
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vdmi
vdmi
If q = 0, then N¬m,l
represents N¬m,B
, which is the number of times word vdmi occurred under the
vdmi
vdmi
background label. If q = 1, then N¬m,l represents N¬m,z
, which is the number times word vdmi occurred
under a topic label. N¬m,1 is the total number of times words occurred under the topic label and N¬m,0
is the total number of times words occurred under the background label. ¬m indicates that the phrase
sm is not considered when calculating the counts.
Given the state of all the variables except the latent topic zd of microblog d, we can calculate the
probability of the topic by
!
sm ,tn
vdmi
Y
Y
X Nk,¬d
Nk,¬m
+β Y
+γ
Nk,¬d + α
p(zd = k|s, t, z¬d, y) ∝
, (16)
N(·),¬d + α|Z| s ∈s v ∈s N (·) + β|V | t ∈t s ∈s N sm ,(·) + γ|T |
m

d

dmi

m

k,¬m

n

d

m

d

k,¬d

where Nk,¬d is the number of times microblogs under the topic k occurred. ¬d indicates that microblog
d is not considered when calculating the counts.
After a sufficient number of sampling iterations to burn in the Markov chain, we estimate φz by
Nzs,t +γ
z,s
φt = s,(·)
.
Nz

+|T |γ

From the model, we can calculate the degree of the alignment probability φ by |T | × |S| × |Z|. |T | is the
vocabulary size of the hashtags, and S is the vocabulary size of the phrases. |Z| is the number of times
topics occurred. There is a serious data sparsity problem when estimating the probability φ. Hence, we
use topic-free phrase alignment probability to smooth the translation probability as follows:
z,s
Φz,s
t = λφt + (1 − λ)p(t|s),

(17)

where p(t|s) represents the topic-free phrase alignment probability between the phrase s and the hashtag
t. Here, we use the IBM model-1 [43] to obtain P (t|s). We use λ as the trade-off of φz,s
and p(t|s), where
t
z,s
0.0 6 λ 6 1.0. If λ equals 0.0, Φt will be equal to the topic-free phrase translation probability. If λ
z,s
equals to 1.0, Φz,s
t will be equal to the topic phrase translation probability φt . P (h|w, v) is the topic-free
word alignment probability of hashtag h, given the text word w and visual feature v. Here, we again use
the IBM model-1 [43], which is a widely used word alignment model to obtain P (h|w, v). λ, which ranges
from 0.0 to 1.0, is a trade-off between these two probabilities. When λ equals 0.0, Psmooth (h|w, v, z)
will reduce to topic-free word alignment probability. When λ is set to 1.0, there is no smoothing in
Psmooth (h|w, v, z).

8

Hashtag extraction

Given a test dataset, we first use collapsed Gibbs sampling to sample the latent variables of all the phrases
in each microblog. After the latent variables of the phrases in each microblog are stable, we can compute
the scores for candidate hashtags of microblog d in the unlabeled data by
X X z,s
Pr(tdn |sd ) ∝
φt m P (sm |sd )P (z|sd ).
(18)
z∈Z sm ∈sd

We employ the inverse document frequency (IDF) score of phrase sm in the microblog to compute
the weight of the phrase P (sm |sd ). P (z|sd ) is equal to θzd . Based on the ranking scores, we can then
recommend top-ranked hashtags for each microblog.

9

Experiments

With respect to the experiments, we first introduce the method we used to collect the data and their
relevant statistics. Next, we describe the experimental configurations and the baseline methods we used
in this work. Finally, we report and analyze our experimental results.
In this section, we introduce the experimental results and data we collected for training and evaluation.
First, we describe the method we used to generate the collection and its related statistics. Then, we
describe our experimental configurations and baseline methods. Finally, we provide our evaluation results
and analysis.
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Table 2 Statistical information of the evaluation dataset. Avev represents the average number of words per microblog,
Avet represents the average number of manually labeled hashtags per microblog, |V | represents the vocabulary size of the
words, and |T | represents the vocabulary size of the hashtags.
#microblog

Avev

Avet

|V |

|T |

50000

25.34

1.10

128558

3174

Table 3

9.1

Evaluation results of different methods

Method

P

R

F1

NB

0.382

0.347

0.364

IBM1

0.354

0.322

0.337

TSTM

0.385

0.351

0.367

PTSTM

0.404

0.368

0.385

TTM

0.480

0.437

0.457

PTTM

0.514

0.468

0.490

Data collection

We collected public microblogs using Sina Weibo’s API2) from randomly selected users. Through this
we get a dataset which contained 282.2 million microblogs posted by 1.1 million users. We derived the
microblogs that tagged with hashtags. Thus we got a collection of 2.69 million microblogs. We filtered out
the microblogs labeled with hashtags which occurred lower than 100 times in our corpus. Finally, we
constructed a collection containing 1.03 million microblogs labeled with hashtags. The specific number of
hashtags in the corpus was 3204. We randomly selected 50000 microblogs from the collection as the corpus.
The hashtags annotated by their users were treated as the gold standard. We randomly selected 80%
microblogs as the training set, the rest of the dataset as test set. Table 2 showed the detailed statistics.
9.2

Experiment configurations

To evaluate model performance, we used a precision (P ), recall (R), and F1 score (F1 ) matrix. The
precision is the percentage of the number of correct hashtags of the total number of hashtags recommended
by the system. Recall is the percentage of the number of correct hashtags of the total number of hashtags
recommended by the system. The F1 score is the harmonic mean of the precision and recall. We conducted
500 iterations of the Gibbs sampling of our model. We tuned the topic number from 10 to 50, then set
the topic number |Z| to 20. We also set other hyperparameters as follows: α = 0.5, β v = 0.1, γ = 0.1.
We set the parameter λ to 0.8. To estimate the translation probability without topical information, we
used GIZA++ 1.07 [44].
We then compared our model results with those of four baseline models.
• Naive Bayes (NB). We employed Naive Bayes in the hashtag recommendation task. In this model,
we calculated the posterior probability of each hashtag given in the microblogs.
• IBM1. We used IBM model-1 to obtain the translation probability from words to hashtags.
• TSTM. In the topic-specific translation model (TSTM) proposed in [16], hashtags are extracted
based on topic words. We implemented this model and used it to solve the problem.
• TTM. We used the topic translation model proposed in [15] to model each microblog with single
topics.
9.3

Experimental results

We evaluated the proposed methods by comparing their results with those of state-of-the-art methods and
identified the impacts of the key parameters. Table 3 shows the results for the dataset by all the methods.
“PTSTM” denotes the first method proposed in this paper, which is based on the topic-specific translation
model. “PTTM” represents the second method proposed in this paper, which is based on the topical
translation model. From the results, we can see that the methods proposed in this paper outperformed
2) http://open.weibo.com/.
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Recall

F1-score
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Number of topics
Number of recommended tags
Figure 2 (Color online) Recall with different number of
recommendation tags.

Figure 3

Impact of the topic number |Z| in PTTM.

the other methods. Comparing the results of “PTSTM” and “TSTM”, “PTTM” and “TTM” separately,
we can conclude that the phrase-based translation model achieved better performance than the wordbased translation model. From the results of “PTTM” and “PTSTM”, we can see that for microblogs,
assigning single topics to each post achieved better performance. We believe that the main reason for
this result was that a shorter document like a microblog post typically focuses on one single topic. From
the results of “TSTM” and “IBM1,” we can conclude that the word topic can improve the results of the
translation model. The above results demonstrate that the proposed “PTTM” model compares favorably
with other state-of-the-art baselines in performing the hashtag suggestion task.
We then analyzed the recall curve of NB, IBM1, TSTM, TTM, PTSTM and PTTM for different
numbers of suggested hashtags, ranging from 1 to 5. Figure 2 shows the results for the evaluation
dataset. The axis of the abscissa represents the number of hashtags ranging from 1 to 5. The axis of
the ordinate represents the value of the different evaluation matrixes. The highest curve of the graph
indicates the best performance. From these results, we can see that the “PTTM” recall curve reaches the
highest point of all the recall curves, indicating that the proposed method performed significantly better
than the other methods.
From the description in the previous section, we found that several hyperparameters are important to
consider in the proposed model. We evaluated the impacts of the two crucial hyperparameters |Z| and λ.
Figure 3 illustrates the influence of the topic number. In this figure, we can see that the best performance was achieved when topic |Z| equals 20. We can also achieve a reasonable performance when the
topic number ranged from 10 to 30, which makes it easy to choose a suitable topic number. However,
the performance decreases slowly when the number of topics increased from 30. We believe that one of
the main reasons for this may be data sparsity. With a larger number of topics, there is a more serious
data sparsity problem in estimating topic translation probability.
In Table 4, we describe the impact of the parameter λ in Eq. (17). When λ is set to 0.0, the method
results equal those of the topic-free translation model. From the results when λ is equal to 0.0, we can
conclude that this task benefits from the inclusion of topical information. When λ is equals to 1.0, the
method uses no smoothing, and from the results, we can see that smoothing is an important factor.

10

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed and examined the performance of a novel topical translation method for
recommending hashtags for microblogs, in which we assume that the hashtags and content in a microblog
describe the same theme using different languages. As such, we converted the hashtag recommendation
task into a machine translation process. While a list of words in the microblog are often used to describe
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Impact of the parameter λ in PTTM

P

R

F1

1.0

0.501

0.456

0.477

0.8

0.514

0.468

0.490

0.6

0.503

0.458

0.479

0.4

0.454

0.413

0.433

0.2

0.410

0.373

0.391

0.0

0.354

0.322

0.337

individual topics, using these words to represent the topic is often hard to interpret or ambiguous.
Since phrases provide a more accurate description of the topic, we introduced a phrase-aware translation
model to address this problem. To handle topical inferences, we proposed using a phrase-based topical
translation model to facilitate the translation process. Under this framework, we use specific phrase
triggers to bridge the gap between textual content and the hashtags of each microblog. We collected
data from real microblog services from which we constructed a large dataset to verify the effectiveness of
our model. Our experimental results show that the proposed method achieved better performance than
state-of-the-art methods.
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